You will be able to choose your networking activity only after registering. This activity is included in the delegate congress fees. Reminder: if you don’t choose one of them you won’t be able to attend to the tours.

1- OLD LYON, TRABOULES AND MURALS OF FAMOUS PEOPLE OF LYON

After strolling through the “traboules” of Renaissance Old Lyon and exploring the courtyards, galleries “à l’italienne” and statues of this thriving and lively quarter, cross the river Saone. Enjoy the charm of a walk along the banks with remarkable viewpoints up to “La Martinière”... Here the murals of famous people will show you very different aspects of Lyon’s history up to the present day.

Walking Tour
Duration: 2 hours
Attendies max: 150 people
2- FROM FOURVIÈRE TO OLD LYON

The esplanade of Fourvière offers a magnificent uninterrupted view of Lyon. After a visit of the Basilica of Notre Dame, the walk takes you down towards the Old Lyon, either through the rosary gardens or via the Roman theatres. Do not forget that Lugdunum was founded on the hill of Fourvière in 43 BC. At the bottom of the hill, the Renaissance town stretches out along the banks of the river Saone. Walk through a few of the narrow streets and the squares and delve into the “traboules” to discover hidden courtyards, galleries and wells...

**Walking Tour**
**Duration:** 2,5 hours
**Attendies max:** 150 people

3- TRABOULES OF THE CROIX ROUSSE HILL & THE SILK PRINTING WORKSHOP

The “canuts” or silk-workers used to live in the Croix-Rousse. The “traboules” were very important for them. You will see just why! History is everywhere on the bustling slopes of the Croix-Rousse: here you will find the ruins of the Gallo-Roman amphitheatre where the first Christians died as martyrs. The visit ends with a tour of the slikmk factory where professionals will show you how screen-printing is done.

**Walking Tour**
**Duration:** 2,5 hours
**Attendies max:** 100 people
4- A MEETING WITH THE LUMIERE BROTHERS

The Lumière brothers invented the cinematograph in Lyon in 1895. Follow an interactive path through their family home, explaining Louis and Auguste Lumière’s adventures and their numerous inventions - including the first colour photographs and the cinematograph. Do not miss out on the screening of the Lumière Brother’s films. Take a short trip to the workshop where the first ever real motion picture was made “La Sortie des Usines” (“Leaving the Lumière factory”).

Walking Tour
Duration: 2 hours
Attendies max: 50 people

5- THE FRENCH CUISINE ART

Discover the French Cuisine through culinary workshops. Coached by a professional cook, prepare many different 5-10 minutes recipes, and then enjoy all the pleasures of tasting them.

Duration: 3 hours
Attendies max: 100 people
**6- LYON CONFLUENCE**

Discover the urban planning projects of Lyon Confluence designed by great architects such as the Place Nautique and the Saône Park. Fine examples of contemporary urbanism where the environment is preserved. These projects have also seen the Port Rambaud docks being refocused on contemporary culture and the former railway station market being reused for housing, shops and offices.

*Walking Tour*
*Duration: 2 hours*
*Attendies max: 125 people*

**7- THE CONFLUENCES MUSEUM**

With the Confluences museum, Lyon now has an unique location boasting original architecture. Thanks to a collection based on boundless curiosity, it questions planet Earth from its very origins and the history and geo-graphical distribution of mankind. Through 4 permanent exhibitions, temporary exhibitions and a cultural programme, we touch on subjects to be found in the attics of our childhood, memento boxes, imaginary voyages and old curiosity shops, a source of knowledge and account of our progress in science.

*Walking Tour*
*Duration: 1,5 hours*
*Attendies max: 80 people*
8- LYON DISCOVERY BY BIKE

Discover and visit Lyon by bike: from the "Parc de la tête d'Or" to the "Presqu'île", along the river banks and into the Confluence neighbourhood, enjoy a pleasant experience. Be surprised by the richness of Lyon's heritage and different architecture.

Duration: 3 hours
Grouped by level of competence
Attendies max: 150 people

9- AT THE HEART OF BEAUJOLAIS

Extended over 30000m$^2$ in the heart of Beaujolais, The "Hameau Duboeuf" invites you into a magical world dedicated to wine! You will discover the vineyards’ secrets, their origins and the techniques used in wine production. At the end of the visit, enjoy a local wine tasting.

Duration: 3,5 hours
Attendies max: 200 people

10- WINE DISCOVERY AND TASTING

Enter in to the world of oenology through wine tastings and other activities.

Duration: 2 hours
Attendies max: 120 people